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Agenda

• Lessons learned from my practice
• How the brain impacts financial decisions
• How we can change our behaviour and 

processes to better serve and understand 
our clients



The Overconfident Client
 I know someone, who 

knows someone who 
can get me 35% every 
year

 Life insurance is a 
scam. Nothing is going 
to happen to me

 I can invest on my own 
after work



The Irrational Client
 I’m an aggressive investor – I 

can handle high risk
 You should have known I’m a 

conservative investor
 Sell everything!! 



The “Doom & Gloom” Client

 Do you remember 2008?
 The newspapers say it’s 

going to happen again
 You didn’t do your job!!



So what’s going on?

At it’s core, 
human behavior 
is a mixture of 
instinct and 
higher level 
thinking



There are two systems in the brain

Prefrontal cortex – rational, 
higher cognitive thought

Limbic system – immediate 
reward system

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/3/3f/OFC.JPG
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/3/3f/OFC.JPG


Amygdula

 Ancient part of the brain dealing with instinctual emotions
 Great for ancestors
 Not great for modern day technology
 Surges are very short

Source: Zweig, Your Money and Your Brain



Dopamine
 Neurotransmitter substance associated with 

motivation and award
 Pleasure drug giving natural high when you 

get what you want
 Over time, getting what you expected 

produces NO dopamine (brain likes the 
unexpected)

Source: Michael Shermer The Mind of the Market (Henry Hold & Co. New York, 
2008)  & Jason Zweig Your Money & Your Brain (Simon & Schuster New York, 2007)



Dopamine in finance

 Short term effect
 Hot stock
 Counter with long term 
solutions

Source: Michael Shermer The Mind of the Market (Henry Hold & Co. New York, 
2008) 

            



Investors prefer to realize 
gains

 Sell winners
 Hold losers
 Result: lower returns

B. Barber (UC-Davis) and T. Odean (UC-Davis), Nov/Dec. 1999, The 
courage of misguided convictions. Financial Analysts Journal, 41-55



Among active traders…

Men - 2.65%  Women - 1.72%  



The elephant in the room…



How does the brain respond when 
given a choice? 

Getting less now 
vs. getting more later



The effect of delay on choice

Right now vs. delivery in one 
week



“In planning your saving and 
spending, which of the following 
time periods is most important to 
you?

 the next few months, 
 the next year, 
 the next few years, 
 the next 5-10 years, 
 longer than 10 years



Wealth growth and time horizon

Comparing with the wealth growth of other people with the same 
starting wealth:

Answer in 1998: Financial Planning 
Time Horizon

1998-2006 change in wealth v. Others with 
identical starting wealth

next few months No significant difference
the next year No significant difference
the next few years No significant difference
the next 5-10 years + $157,427 more than others
longer than 10 years + $240,699 more than others



“Why do similar households 
end up with very different 
levels of wealth?”

    





Are your
investment 
selections 
effected by your 
peers’ investment 
selections?



http://www.y
outube.com/
watch?v=wPF
A8n7goio 
1:13-4:30

• There is a strong tendency 
to act now

• Those who follow their 
instincts usually don’t do 
very well

• Those who plan for the 
future do better

What we’ve learned



Our Role

“The greatest impact we can have 
with our clients may have more to do 
with managing behaviour than 
product selection”



Use stories



Case Studies

Source: Wendy Joung, Beryl Hesketh, Andrew Neal Using "War Stories" to Train for Adaptive 
Performance: Is it Better to Learn from Error or Success? Applied Psychology VL: 55 NO: 2 PG: 282-
302 YR: 2006 ON: 1464-0597 PN: 0269-994X  University of Sydney, Australia; University of Queensland, 



Most impactful word in the English 
language:

BECAUSE

Robert B. Cialdini, PhD, Yes! 50 secrets from the science of persuasion(Great Britain, 
Profile Books Ltd 2007)



“You cannot have your 
entire RRSP in fixed 
income, because in  
order to meet your 
goals, we need to 
generate sufficient 
returns to offset inflation 
and the risk of outliving 
your money.”

Because



As choices increased what happened to the likelihood of 
investing?

a) Decreased b)  Increased  c)  Stayed the same

US study examined investment decisions when 
employees had 2 to 60 investment choices.



Use Caution
Anytime a word is expressed by a financial advisor that a client or 
prospect does not understand, the next 2-3 sentences are largely 
unheard.

• Asset Allocation

• Correlation

• Diversification



Tools

 KYC
 Needs analyses
 Risk profiles
 Financial plans
 Research



Major challenges

 Investor paralysis
 Lack of discipline
 Distrust of their advisors



Buy-High, Sell-low

 Loss aversion (stay on sidelines)
 Sell winners
 Poor results



Lessons learned

 Ulysses pact
 Pre-commitment  
 Competency



The Ulysses Pact



Pre-commitment

 Dollar cost averaging
 Set up PAC
 Identify a date in the future when to re-

enter the market



Illiquidity may 
encourage 
wealth 
accumulation 
by reducing 
the temptation 
to consume.

D. Laibson (Harvard), 1997, Golden eggs and hyperbolic discounting. Quarterly 
Journal of Economics, 112, p.444.

“All Illiquid assets provide a form of pre-commitment”



Competence

 Credentials
 Empathy
 Recognition of luck



It all boils down to this…

 Our job is to help clients understand and 
overcome irrational behaviour in order to 
make better financial decisions.



Products
Market risk - maturity and death benefit 
guarantees (segregated funds)
Longevity risk - guaranteed income  
(annuities)
Mortality/morbidity risk – (life, CI, DI, LTC)



In progress…



Recap

 We are emotional beings who make 
irrational decisions

 Use emotional goals, pictures and 
imagery to connect with this side of the 
brain

 Access the rational side of our brains by 
pre-committing and planning for the 
future.





Thank you
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